
Profession: Farmer
Age: 59
Description: Arrived after
his village, as many others
in rural Spain, was
completely abandoned.
Belongings: Brought with him
with a handful of seeds,
three turkeys, and some old
furniture.

Name: MANUEL
Ages: 27, 31, 6
Profession: Circus
artists
Description: Descendants
of uncountable circus
artists generations,
combine acrobatics and
parenting. They reside
in the building while
not on tour.

Name: STROMBOLI FAMILY

They feel more
comfortable in
the air than in
the ground

Direct
access to
the“arena”
where they train

Ages: 19, 21, 3, 2
Profession: Dancers
Description: The power
duo  joined the
Stromboli troupe after
Sarah was rejected by
her family.

Name: J.P.
BUDDY,
MARIAN AND
SARAH

Connected their unit with the
Stromboli's one to create a
shared outdoor space.

Transformed
the filter
space into
a room for
the J.P.
and Buddy.

Age: 43
Profession: Painter
Description: During a midlife
crisis decided to quit his
job as a lawyer to follow his
passion, painting.

Name: JEAN PIERRE
Age: 23
Profession: Design student
Description: Owns over 30
plants as she needs to be
in contact with nature to

Name: MARION AND
Mrs. MISTY

Marion does love a
relaxing bath with

good views while
listening to jazz

Oriented to avoid
casting shadows
into the garden

ProtectS
the crops
from strong
winds.

Age: 27
Profession: Dreamer
Description: Spends his
time daydreaming about
all he could become but
never takes action.
Belongings: A 10,000
book collection he
inherited.

Name: DAVID

Sleeps
in the
rooftop
to see
the
stars.

Age: Unknown
Profession: Theatre director
Description: No one has actually seen his
face. Legend says he is another
inhabitant in disguise. Will you be able
to unveil the mystery?

Name: UNKNOWN

Every Friday
at 20:00 a new

play is
released.

He uses the filter
space for scriptwriting
when no one can see
him.
Turned is unit
into a dressing
room connected to
the stage

It was the year 2008 when the first specimens of what has now become a plague, were
discovered in Spain.

Strange fossils, a visible symptom of an autoimmune disease, suffered but not overcome,
an epidemic that devastated a country and the world. Anticipated ruins of buildings that
never were, and most probably never will. Archaeological sites where the posters do not
show what the ruin was, but what it should have been.

Structures that like a golem patiently hope that someone, anyone, becomes aware of
their existence, a rabbi who grants him the gift of life.

Has a
feral
cat as a
room-
mate

Facade uded
as an art
gallery.

CONTEXT

In Spain thousands of construction processes were paralyzed during the bursting
of the housing bubble. Twelve years later, most of the construction sites are still

abandoned, structure, and communication nuclei remaining. Most cases are
located in the Mediterranean coastal area.

COMMUNITY
The free spaces between units can be freely configurated, depending on the

inhabitants' needs, both temporary and permanent.

RESULT
Vanishment of the exterior-interior line, becoming the whole building a sort of

facade, encouraging social interactions and personalization of spaces in an
increasingly alienated society.

Basic services
(kitchen + toilets)

CONSTRUCTION
The building is habitated through the introduction of the individual units through

the facade

Habitational
units

Freely configurated  spaces
(public, semiprivate or private
depending on the position of
the units)

Self-supporting
laminated steel

frame

Sheet metal
cover

Rock wool
isolating panels

Plywood panel

Plywood panel

Steel pilar
Polycarbonate transparent panels
(aluminium frame)

Double Glass window with
(aluminium frame)

The double glass and polycarbonate
clousure creates a greenhouse system

for passive thermal conditioning. And
creates a filter space beetween private

and semiprivate space.

Murcia

Elevation (time 20:15)

Secction (time 20:20)

Detail B  6th floor (21:00 - 01:30)

Detail A  5th floor (19:30 - 23:00)

4th floor 5th floor 6th floor 7th floor

Detail A Detail B

feel inspired.

TODAY SHOWING

ROMEO AND JULIET


